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Abstract 
Background: People with severe mental illness (SMI) have been shown to 
exhibit higher HIV seroprevalence rates and higher rates of risky sexual 
behaviors. Factors that may contribute to this increased risk include psychiatric 
symptoms, substance abuse, sexual victimization history, poor HIV knowledge, 
and situational factors like homelessness. Prior research on the relative 
contribution of these factors is limited by small sample sizes, failure to examine 
multiple measures of risk behavior, and lack of attention to potentially important 
interactions. Methods: Using multivariate analysis of a large pooled sample of 
unmarried individuals with SMI (N=836), this study evaluates the effect of 
several clinical, demographic, and cognitive factors on three categories of sexual 
risk behavior: 1) having multiple partners, 2) not using condoms; and 3) having 
multiple partners while not using condoms. Results: Multinomial logistic 
regression revealed that substance abuse and younger age predicted having 
multiple partners. Not using condoms was predicted by PTSD diagnosis, lack of 
worry about HIV, and being female. Substance abuse and childhood sexual abuse 
predicted the highest risk category: having multiple partners and not using 
condoms. Conclusions: HIV screening and prevention should be considered for 
all members of this vulnerable population. However, risk factors include 
substance abuse, PTSD, and sexual victimization history. Risk reduction 
interventions should provide treatment for underlying conditions, incorporate 
safer sex behavioral skills training, focus on affective elements, and emphasize 
the situational burdens faced by individuals with SMI. 
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Sexual Risk Behaviors among Adults with Severe Mental Illness: 
The Influence of Diagnosis, Substance Abuse, and 
Cognitive Determinants of Risk Behavior 
Sexually transmitted diseases have been recognized as a serious public 
health problem. In particular, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), the virus 
that causes acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS), has infected 40 million 
people worldwide, including 900,000 in the United States, where 420,000 people 
have died from the virus.1 Despite recent advances in treatment, the disease 
remains incurable, leading to potentially fatal complications, and those infected 
must suffer through years of costly and often harmful treatment regimens. 
The predominant route ofHN transmission worldwide is heterosexual 
sex. However, sex between men and intravenous drug use also represent common 
routes of transmission. Specifically, unprotected anal or vaginal intercourse and 
the sharing of drug syringes are considered risky behaviors. In addition, people 
who have multiple partners or partners who are at increased risk (intravenous drug 
users, sex workers, bisexual men) are considered to be at high risk. These risk 
behaviors are also routes of transmission for other sexually transmitted diseases. 
HN transmission is considered to be an even greater problem among 
certain vulnerable populations, including people with severe mental illness (SMI). 
People with SMI are more severely affected by HN for several reasons. First, 
HN risk behaviors such as having unprotected sex and sharing needles are 
associated with substance abuse and homelessness, both of which are more 
prevalent among SMI adults relative to the general population. In addition, some 
aspects of specific mental illnesses may lead to more risky sexual behaviors. For 
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example, the impulsivity and hypersexuality of mania may lead one to have 
multiple partners or to have unprotected anonymous sex. Similarly, the social 
skills deficits associated with schizophrenia may hinder one's ability to negotiate 
for safer sex and initiate condom use. Finally, once infected with HN, SMI 
individuals may experience increased morbidity due to nonadherence to treatment 
and continued risky behaviors. 
For these reasons, it appears critical to bolster efforts to reduce HN sexual 
risk behaviors among adults with severe mental illness. Toward this end, 
researchers have tried to describe the prevalence ofHN infection and sexual risk 
behaviors in the SMI population, determine the demographic, clinical, and 
cognitive factors related to sexual risk behaviors in SMI adults (which may differ 
from or be similar to those in the general population), and design and test 
appropriate interventions. The purpose of this paper is to review the relevant 
extant research, describe a theoretical model for studying the influence of 
demographic, clinical, and cognitive factors on sexual risk behaviors in SMI 
adults, and report results from multivariate analyses which examined the effects 
of demographic, clinical, and cognitive variables on sexual risk behaviors in a 
large, multi-site sample of SMI adults. 
HIV Seroprevalence in Adults with Severe Mental Illness 
Studies of sexual risk behaviors in adults with SMI were originally 
prompted by evidence that the HN seroprevalence rate in this population was 
higher than that of the general U.S. population? False assumptions about levels 
of sexual activity and injection drug use in those with severe mental illness 
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delayed investigation of the association between SMI and HIV infection until 
after the epidemic was already well established in this population. In particular, it 
was assumed that functional disabilities, multiple hospitalizations, and medication 
side effects would prevent adults with SMI from engaging in risk behaviors at the 
same level as individuals from other disadvantaged populations. However, in the 
early 1990's, 11 HIV seroprevalence studies among SMI populations indicated 
that HIV infection rates ranged from 4% to 23%, with an average of7.8% among 
these groups.2 This rate is compared to an estimated prevalence of0.4% in the 
U.S. population at the time the studies were conducted. 
In these studies, HIV seropositivity in SMI populations appears to be 
associated with the same risk behaviors that lead to HIV infection in the general 
population. Overall, seroprevalence rates were higher for those trading sex for 
money (37.9%), those with partners who were injection drug users (37.5%), men 
with a history of sex with men (25.4%), those with a history of injection drug use 
(21.6%), and those with a history ofnoninjection drug use (11.4%).2 It was 
hypothesized that these risk behaviors were more prevalent in SMI populations 
and that people with SMI may have higher HIV seroprevalence rates because of 
these increased risk behaviors. 
Drug risk behaviors have received a great deal of attention, given the high 
rates of comorbid substance use disorder in this population? While drug risk 
behaviors are considered central components in the heightened HIV risk in the 
SMI population, intravenous drug use represents a small portion of the substance 
abuse in this population.4 In addition, the sheer prevalence of sexual risk 
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behaviors aud the historical neglect of this set of risk factors in people with SMI 
necessitate further study of this aspect ofHIV risk. Further, rather thau being 
mutually exclusive, risky drug behaviors and risky sexual behaviors are strongly 
associated. 5 
Prevalence of Risky Sexual Behaviors 
HN sexual risk behaviors include sex with multiple partners, unprotected 
vaginal or aual intercourse, trading sex for money or drugs, and sex with high-risk 
partners. Estimates of risky sexual behaviors among adults with SMI vary 
according to the specific population aud the behaviors studied, but are generally 
several times higher thau in the general population. Studies of sexual risk find 
that a large percentage of SMI adults (32% to 56% in four studies) do not report 
auy sexual activity in the studied time period (usually the past three or six months 
in cross-sectional studies).5-7 
However, among those who are sexually active, the majority report 
multiple sexual partners within a three-month or six-month period. A study of 
sexually active patients with schizophrenia found that 62% had had multiple 
partners in the preceding six months. 6 Another study of SMI adults revealed that 
17% of patients reported sex with 3 or more different partners in a three-month 
period. 8 Overall, auywhere from 20% to 40% of SMI adults report having 
multiple sexual partners in the past year, as compared to a base rate of 13% to 
17% in the general US population. 4• 9• 10 
Other risky sex behaviors and estimates of their prevalence include known 
high-risk sex partners (12% to 49%), trading sex (7% to 50%), aud alcohol or 
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other drug use during sex (20% to 46%).4.6• 9• 11 Many SMI adults also report a 
history of a sexually transmitted infection (32% to 39%).5• 6' 11 ' 12 Casual sex with 
partners known for less than one day and coercive sex are also common: 20% of 
SMI adults report meeting sexual partners on the street or in parks.11 A 
comparison study of male patients with and without psychiatric illness revealed 
that people with mental disorders were significantly more likely to have known 
their sexual partners for less than one day and to have been pressured into 
unwanted sexual intercourse. 13 Sexual victimization is very common among SMI 
adults, with overall prevalence rates of 14% to 15% across studies and rates as 
high as 61% in women and 27% in men in one study?· 9• 11 
A final risk behavior is the absence of consistent condom use; one 
estimate indicated that 59% of sexually active SMI patients had never used 
condoms.5 Rates of consistent condom use are expected to be much lower. Kelly 
et al. 11 estimated that 82% to 88% of sexual episodes were unprotected. Lack of 
condom use combined with multiple partners and risky sexual practices enhance 
HIV risk in this population. 
Determinants of Sexual Risk Behaviors 
Factors believed to contribute to increased sexual risk behaviors in people 
with SMI include psychiatric symptoms, comorbid substance use disorders, 
misinformation about HIV transmission, inaccurate risk perceptions, and 
situational factors (e.g. homelessness) that have been associated with higher levels 
of risk behaviors.14 Other factors that have been explored include the influence of 
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previous sexual trauma and PTSD on risky sexual behaviors and the role of 
gender dynamics and sexual coercion in HN risk. 
This review will focus on the influence of psychiatric diagnosis, substance 
abuse, and the interaction between diagnosis and substance abuse. As will be 
discussed, there is uncertainty concerning the role of specific psychiatric 
symptoms (and the interaction of these symptoms with substance abuse 
behaviors) in the increased sexual risk behaviors seen in SMI adults. Research 
that elucidates these relationships is needed. Other determinants of sexual risk 
behaviors will also be explored. In addition, research on cognitive aspects ofHN 
risk (knowledge, risk perceptions, etc.) will be reviewed in an effort to illuminate 
risk reduction strategies that may moderate the effect of psychiatric diagnosis and 
substance abuse on risky sexual behaviors. 
Psychiatric Symptoms 
Research on specific psychiatric symptoms or diagnoses and risky sexual 
behaviors is limited. Researchers have hypothesized that mood disorders, as 
opposed to psychotic disorders, would be more highly correlated with risky sexual 
behaviors.12 This hypothesis is based on the observation that schizophrenia has a 
pervasive deleterious effect on social and cognitive functioning, which may 
inhibit communication skills, lead to symptoms such as avolition and anhedonia, 
and limit the willingness and ability to engage in sexual activity. 15 In contrast, 
some mood disorders are associated with hypersexuality and would be expected 
to increase the rate of sexual activity.16 This hypothesis is consistent with a HN 
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seroprevalence study of SMI individuals in which odds ratios for infection were 
1.5 for schizophrenia-spectrum disorders and 3.8 for major affective disorders. 17 
In addition to studying HN seroprevalence rates, it is also important to 
understand the relationship between psychiatric diagnosis and specific risk 
behaviors. Studies of SMI outpatients have found that those diagnosed with 
mood disorders are more likely to be sexually active than those diagnosed with 
psychotic disorders. 12• 18 In one study, having a mood disorder diagnosis was also 
associated with increased number of sexual partners and increased frequency of 
unprotected vaginal intercourse, as compared to having a psychotic disorder 
diagnosis. 12 
In the other study, participants with bipolar disorder (adjusted OR, 2.67; 
95% CI, 1.65-4.33;p < 0.001), depression (adjusted OR, 2.81; 95% CI, 1.98-4.00; 
p < 0.001), and other disorders (adjusted OR, 2.41; 95% CI, 1.71-3.40;p < 0.001) 
were much more likely than participants with schizophrenia to be sexually 
active.18 However, participants with bipolar disorder were not more likely to be 
classified in the HN high-risk group (adjusted OR, !.51; 95% CI, 0.87-2.64), and 
participants diagnosed with depression (adjusted OR, 1.60; 95% CI, 1.03-2.49; p 
< 0.05) or other disorders (adjusted OR, 1.61; 95% CI, 1.04-2.49;p < 0.05) were 
only slightly more likely than participants diagnosed with schizophrenia to be 
classified as high risk. These results are striking because the increased sexual 
activity seen in participants with bipolar disorder did not translate into higher risk 
for these individuals, compared to participants with schizophrenia. Even though 
those with depression and other disorders were more likely to be sexually active 
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and more likely to engage in HN risk behavior compared to individuals with 
schizophrenia, the odds ratios for the HN risk variable were much closer to the 
null than the odds ratios for the sexual activity variable. This suggests that 
although patients with mood disorders are ahnost 3 times as likely as patients with 
schizophrenia to be sexually active, they are only slightly more likely to engage in 
HN risk behaviors. Perhaps those patients with schizophrenia who are sexually 
active are engaging in risky behaviors at the same rate, or even at a higher rate, 
than patients with mood disorders. 
In fact, other studies have found a diagnosis of schizophrenia to be 
associated with risky sexual behaviors.19 The presence of significant sexual risk 
behaviors in schizophrenic patients is suggested by prevalence studies of risk 
factors in this group 6 and associations of specific types of symptoms and 
symptom severity with risk behaviors.5' 6• 19.21 Specifically, the presence of both 
sexual activity and multiple partners was associated with delusional symptoms, 
positive symptoms, and greater symptom severity in a study of schizophrenic 
patients. 6 Although limited to SMI patients who were HN -positive, another 
study found increased sexual risk behaviors to be associated with psychotic 
symptoms, while bipolar disorder was associated with decreased risk.20 
McKinnon et al. 19 found that a diagnosis of schizophrenia predicted a history of 
sex trading and was associated with both drug use before sex and multiple 
partners in bivariate analysis but not in the multivariate regression.19 
Another study found that SMI adults with cognitive symptoms were less 
likely to be sexually active but more likely to have traded sex. 5 This again 
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suggests that schizophrenic patients who are sexually active are at similar risk or 
even increased risk compared to patients with mood disorders. In this case, there 
seems to be a specific risk associated with cognitive deficits and so-called 
"survival sex", where SMI individuals fmd themselves in coercive situations.5 
Social and cognitive deficits, which are common in schizophrenia, are thought to 
contribute to homelessness, poverty, and other situations in which the risk of 
being a victim of sexual assault and coercion or a participant in sex trading is 
increased. For individuals with SMI who are living in these situations, sex may 
be exchanged for money, drugs, shelter, clothing, or protection. These sexual acts 
are likely to be unprotected and may occur with multiple partners, leading to 
increased HIV risk. 5 
On the other hand, several other studies have failed to find any significant 
association between psychiatric diagnosis or symptomatology and sexual risk.22• 23 
One investigation found no significant association between psychiatric diagnosis 
and either total HIV risk score or sexual risk score.21 There was an association 
between indices of symptom severity and total risk score, but not with sexual risk 
score. These fmdings suggest that psychiatric disorder may have less to do with 
sexual risk than other factors such as substance abuse or living situation. Factors 
that confer increased risk among both patients with schizophrenia and mood 
disorders could include severity of illness, regardless of diagnosis, or comorbid 
substance abuse disorders. Further, there could be interactions between specific 
diagnoses and other risk factors such as substance abuse that contribute to risky 
behaviors. The study of these potential interactions is important in order to 
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adequately assess risk in this population for the purpose of screening and risk 
reduction. 
Substance Abuse 
In the Rosenberg et al. study1, substance abuse was determined to be the 
key modifiable predictor of sexual risk behaviors. This supports a body of 
literature that indicates a strong link between substance abuse and risky sexual 
behaviors in both the general population and in mentally ill adults.Z4 While IV 
drug use is related to HIV risk, this type of substance abuse accounts for a 
minority of drug use in the SMI population. Other types of substance use likely 
contribute to sexual risk behaviors in indirect ways. For example, 20%-46% of 
SMI adults report using alcohol or drugs before sex.4 Given the prevalence of 
alcohol and drug use disorders in the SMI population (three times the prevalence 
in the general population according to one estimate )4 and the even greater 
prevalence of risky alcohol and drug use behaviors that do not meet criteria for a 
substance abuse or dependence diagnosis, it seems that this factor may account 
for some of the increased sexual risk in this population. 
Specifically, studies have indicated a link between high-risk sexual 
behaviors and AUDIT scores18' 25, Cage scores8, history of alcohol or drug 
treatmenr6, and history of an alcohol or drug use disorder5 •25 In one study of 
SMI adults, illicit drug use was the best predictor of sexual risk, accounting for 
21% of the variance in risk behaviors9, and in another, cocaine abuse predicted 
sexual risk in homeless men with severe mental illness.15 While substance use is 
hypothesized to lead to more risky sexual encounters, it is also likely to play a 
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role in limiting efforts at risk reduction. In addition to being more likely to use 
substances before sex, SMI adults with a substance use disorder are more likely to 
report unprotected intercourse and have a history of a STI.12 
Some reports suggest that psychiatric patients are less likely to use 
condoms when they engage in substance use prior to sex16, while other studies 
suggest the lack of an event level association between substance use and risky 
sex. 
25 If there is little event level association between condom use and substance 
use, then individuals who use condoms when sober are also likely to use them 
after using substances, while individuals who do not use condoms are consistent 
in that behavior?5 This idea is important for HIV risk reduction efforts and 
suggests that condom use promotion can be an effective means of harm reduction; 
however, it does not explain the relationship between substance abuse disorder 
and increased risky sexual behaviors. Either there is an event-level association 
between some risky sexual behaviors, such as having multiple partners or not 
using condoms, and substance use, or other factors are responsible for increased 
risk behaviors in people who abuse substances. 
Other factors that could increase risky sexual behaviors in substance users 
include social circumstances that place individuals in coercive situations, the need 
to trade sex for drugs or money, personality characteristics such as impulsivity or 
sensation-seeking, and cognitive impairment resulting directly from substance 
24 
use. 
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The Diagnosis/Substance Abuse Interaction 
Although some studies have suggested that people with mood disorders 
engage in more risk behaviors than those with psychotic disorders, this may 
ignore differences between individuals dually diagnosed with substance abuse and 
psychotic disorders versus individuals singly diagnosed with psychotic disorders. 
In other words, the latter group may show reduced risk behaviors compared to 
people with mood disorders whereas the former group may demonstrate no 
difference compared to people with mood disorders. An examination of the 
interaction between substance abuse and diagnosis may help to clarify this issue 
and allow a better determination of those groups who are at high risk. 
There are several reasons to study the impact of substance abuse on risky 
sex in schizophrenics, and to hypothesize that dually diagnosed schizophrenics 
engage in risky sexual behaviors at the same rate as patients with mood disorders. 
First, of those with SMI, schizophrenics appear to have a significantly higher rate 
of comorbid substance abuse disorders; one report found odds ratios for substance 
abuse diagnosis of 4.6 for schizophrenics and 2.6 for affective disorder patients as 
compared to all patients with Axis I disorders.4 One systematic review found a 
median prevalence for substance abuse disorders of 52% in schizophrenic 
samples. 27 One explanation for this high prevalence asserts that individuals with 
schizophrenia exhibit poor coping skills in response to stress and that substance 
use is one way to compensate for these deficits?7 
Second, the global effects of substance abuse may be greater in 
schizophrenics than in other groups of SMI individuals. As mentioned earlier, 
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some studies have concluded that the social dysfunction associated with 
schizophrenia limits sexual risk behaviors, but other studies have associated 
greater symptom severity in schizophrenia with increased prevalence of both 
sexual activity and risk behaviors. 6 Substance abuse is associated with poorer 
outcomes and greater cognitive impairment, especially in schizophrenics, 27 and 
often leads to situations where risky sex is common. Thus, dually diagnosed 
individuals might be expected to exhibit greater symptom severity and to engage 
in more risky sexual behaviors, and those with psychotic disorders may be 
particularly vulnerable due to their greater cognitive impairment. This would 
explain the contradictory findings seen in samples of schizophrenic patients. 
Third, there is some evidence that dually diagnosed schizophrenics exhibit 
better social functioning than singly diagnosed schizophrenics. Studies of 
premorbid functioning in schizophrenics have demonstrated better levels of some 
types of social adjustment in dually diagnosed patients, particularly premorbid 
sexual adjustrnent.27 Like sexual risk behaviors, engaging in substance abuse 
behaviors requires a level of social functioning that is adequate to obtain access to 
drugs and alcohol. Thus, schizophrenic individuals who are dually diagnosed 
may be functional enough to obtain alcohol and illicit drugs and engage in sex but 
also impaired enough to engage in more risky sex behaviors (e.g. unprotected sex, 
sex trading, coercive sex) and exhibit greater symptom severity upon psychiatric 
hospitalization. The combination of social function and cognitive impairment 
could lead to an increased rate of sexual risk behaviors in dually diagnosed 
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schizophrenics, perhaps even compared to dually diagnosed SMI adults with other 
illnesses. 
Finally, the situational factors that place substance abusers at greater risk 
would also operate here, and may even be heightened in individuals with 
schizophrenia. If schizophrenic individuals who abuse substances do so because 
of poor coping responses to stress27, then these poor coping skills would be 
expected to operate in other situations. For example, these individuals may lack 
the behavioral skills necessary to negotiate for condom use or to avoid coercive 
situations. 
In summary, while substance abuse can be associated with increased 
symptom severity and increased sexual risk behavior regardless of psychiatric 
diagnosis, there may be reason to hypothesize that substance abuse is a 
particularly important risk factor for dually diagnosed schizophrenics. First, 
schizophrenics have a higher prevalence of comorbid substance abuse disorders. 
Second, substance abuse is associated with poorer outcomes and more cognitive 
impairment among schizophrenics, and symptom severity has been associated 
with sexual risk behaviors in samples of schizophrenics. Third, dually diagnosed 
schizophrenics appear to exhibit better social functioning than schizophrenics 
who do not abuse substances, and may therefore engage in sexual behavior at a 
higher rate. Fourth, there are situational factors associated with substance use that 
may increase rates of sexual risk behaviors, and these factors may be particularly 
important for schizophrenic individuals who lack the behavioral skills to deal with 
such situations. 
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As a result, it seems that a study of the interaction between psychiatric 
diagnosis and the presence or absence of substance abuse in predicting sexual risk 
behaviors is needed to adequately identify subgroups at risk and to tailor 
interventions appropriately. Unfortunately, prior research has either failed to 
focus on the relationship between psychiatric disorder and substance abuse, failed 
to adequately report findings from statistical interactions, or lacked adequate 
sample size to detect significant interactions (e.g. Carey et a1. 12). 
Other Clinical and Demographic Factors 
There is evidence in the literature that trauma exposure, especially 
childhood sexual abuse, is associated with HIV risk behaviors among persons 
with SMI. Rates of violent victimization, including physical and sexual assault in 
childhood and in adulthood, are higher in SMI populations than in the general 
population?8 Given the high prevalence of assault, SMI individuals may be 
victimized repeatedly. HIV risk behaviors are likely influenced by these recurring 
traumatic events. In fact, one study found that greater trauma exposure in SMI 
adults was related to increased HIV risk behaviors?1 
In the general population, adolescents and adults who have been sexually 
abused as children are more likely to engage in risky sexual and substance use 
behaviors, including inconsistent condom use and sex trading.29"31 Likewise, SMI 
adults who report childhood sexual abuse are more likely to trade sex for money 
or drugs. 32• 33 History of childhood sexual abuse has also been associated with a 
greater likelihood of having unprotected sex among SMI females over a 6 month 
period,33 but results for other risk measures, such as likelihood of having multiple 
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partners, are inconsistent. While childhood sexual abuse does appear to influence 
sexual risk behavior in adulthood, the relationship is complex and appears to vary 
by gender and by the specific risk behavior being studied. 
Adult sexual victimization also appears to play a role in sexual risk 
behaviors. The relationship between childhood sexual abuse and risk behaviors is 
partially mediated by adult victimization, suggesting that sexual abuse leads to 
recurring patterns of traumatic exposures and risky situations.28•33 These 
circumstances may also involve substance use and homelessness, which 
predispose a person to sex trading (for drugs or money) and dangerous or coercive 
situations, further contributing to an increased rate of HIV risk behaviors and 
perpetuating a cycle ofvictimization.28 Psychiatric symptoms also likely play a 
role as both antecedents and consequences ofvictimization.28 While post-
traumatic stress disorder has been hypothesized to be related to HIV risk 
behavior, one study found no association. 21 This does not rule out the possibility 
that PTSD contributes to greater psychiatric symptom severity, increased 
substance use, and increased rates of homelessness, coercive situations, and 
revictimization, all of which may lead to risky sexual behaviors. These 
relationships are obviously complex and need to be explored at greater length in a 
multivariate analysis. 
An interesting observation in one of the studies mentioned above is that 
there appears to be a significant relationship between childhood sexual abuse and 
unprotected sex for SMI women but not for SMI men.33 In fact, several studies 
have shown that women with SMI are more likely than men with SMI to have 
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unprotected sex6• 8•34, to have a STI history12' 19, aud to trade sex?4 The iucreased 
rate of unprotected sex in women may be related to the power dynamics 
surroundiug condom use, where male partners often make decisions about 
whether or not to use a condom. Women may be more likely to have had a STI 
due to higher detection rates iu women and/or greater vulnerability to infection. 
Gender dynamics also play a role in sex trading, with women more likely to sell 
sex aud men more likely to buy sex. 34 It is also worth noting that sexual 
victimization, in childhood aud adulthood, is more common in women, aud 
women with SMI are an especially vulnerable group?8• 32• 35 If sexual 
victimization is more common in women aud if sexual victimization leads to 
higher rates of unprotected sex aud sex trading, as outlined above, then it is 
possible that history of sexual victimization at least partially mediates the 
relationship between being female aud having higher rates of risk behaviors. 
Cognitive Determinants of Risk Behavior 
Several cognitive and attitudinal models have been set forth to describe 
HN risk behaviors in high-risk populations. One of these models that has been 
studied in SMI adults is the Information-Motivation-Behavioral Skills (IMB) 
model developed to aid in risk reduction interventions (Figure 1 ). This model 
holds that risk behaviors aud risk reduction behaviors are products ofthree maiu 
factors: 1) people's knowledge about HN trausmission aud prevention, 2) their 
motivation to reduce their risk, aud 3) their behavioral skills for performing the 
'fi d . k 36 spec1 1c acts necessary to re uce ns . 
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Regarding HIV knowledge, there is substantial evidence that mentally ill 
adults are misinformed about HIV transmission and prevention4' 14, and they 
typically score lower on measures ofHIV knowledge than controls without 
psychiatric illness.13• 37 SMI patients frequently have misconceptions about casual 
transmission, with nearly half of patients in some studies believing that one could 
get HIV from toilet seats, being coughed on, or eating food cooked by someone 
with HIV.9• 13 At the same time, they lack accurate information about actual 
means of transmission and ways to prevent transmission: nearly half of SMI 
patients believe that people with HIV always look sick, that condoms always 
make intercourse completely safe, and that practices such as douching, oral 
contraception or use of a diaphragm prevent HIV .11 • 37 SMI patients also tend to 
have inadequate knowledge about the appropriate use of condoms, even though 
most participants know that condom use will help prevent HIV.7• 22 
Characteristics that have been associated with increased HIV knowledge 
include education level and increased severity of substance abuse. 22 In the latter 
case, it may be that the high risk individuals are the ones who are receiving HIV 
education and therefore exhibit greater knowledge. This may also explain why 
studies have failed to show an association between more knowledge and 
decreased risk behaviors.7• 8• 19• 22' 23 ' 26 Greater HIV knowledge tends to be 
associated with increased sexual activity, as would be expected if HIV 
information interventions are targeted to sexually active patients.19 
Some evidence associates cognitive symptoms, negative symptoms, and a 
diagnosis of schizophrenia with decreased knowledge19, but this lack of 
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knowledge does not appear to translate into increased risk behaviors. While 
McKinnon et al. 19 found an association between more knowledge and decreased 
sex trading and decreased use of drugs before sex in the bivariate analysis, 
knowledge did not appear to be a significant predictor of these risk behaviors in 
the multivariate regression. The lack of a significant relationship between 
knowledge about HIV and decreased risk behaviors underscores the need to 
address other psychological antecedents of risk behaviors in HIV prevention 
interventions. 
In addition to having inadequate knowledge about HIV transmission and 
prevention, SMI adults also appear to have low motivation for changing high risk 
behaviors. This likely results from several characteristics of the population, 
including inaccurate risk perceptions, low self-esteem and negative views about 
the future, social circumstances that make it difficult to engage in safer behaviors, 
and lack of social support.4 In a study of SMI adults who reported many high-risk 
sexual behaviors, 49% believed they were at no risk for contracting HIV and 43% 
believed they might be at some risk. 9 Only 9% believed they were at high risk. 
Qualitative research has revealed that risk perceptions in this population are 
unrelated to sexual behaviors: these individuals tend to base their risk assessments 
on behaviors unrelated to HIV transmission, such as whether a sex partner bathes 
frequently. 38 
Despite these inaccurate perceptions, no evidence has shown that poor risk 
perceptions are related to heightened HIV risk.7 In fact, some studies have found 
that high-risk individuals have accurate risk perceptions and do actually consider 
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themselves at risk. 8• 26 However, despite having accurate risk perceptions, these 
individuals have weak behavioral change intentions and continue to engage in 
high-risk behaviors.8•26 Clearly, there must be other psychological antecedents 
and environmental factors affecting risk behaviors. 
One hypothesis is that social circumstances make it difficult to change 
behaviors. For example, trading sex for money is one high-risk behavior that is 
unlikely to be changed unless socioeconomic circumstances change. Women 
with SMI rate issues such as poverty and employment as more important in their 
lives than the risk of contracting HIV.Z6 The relative importance that a person 
attributes to HIV, when compared with other concerns such as poverty, may be a 
useful indicator ofthe effect that social circumstances have on limiting SMI 
individuals' ability to engage in safer sex behaviors. 26 
Further, situations that involve coercive sex are common in this population 
and involve little control on the part of the participant. The locus of control 
regarding sexual activity may be one predictor of high-risk sexual behaviors, 
especially for women.8 Finally, low self-esteem and a negative view of the future 
may impact an individual's willingness to change behavior, and low self-esteem 
has been associated with increased sexual risk in SMI adults. 8 Thus, even if HIV 
knowledge and risk perceptions are accurate, many obstacles stand in the way of 
safer sex behavior. These obstacles must be addressed in tailored HIV prevention 
interventions that include situations specific to this population and place HIV 
prevention within the broader context of physical, psychological, and social 
stressors that people with severe mental illness face. 
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Another aspect of risk perception that has not been evaluated is the 
distinction between absolute risk perception ("what are the chances you will get 
HN?") and relative risk perception ("are you more likely, less likely, or equally 
likely to get HN compared to your peers?"). In terms of relative risk perception, 
SMI individuals tend to perceive themselves at similar or decreased risk 
compared to members of the general population.14 However, the relationship 
between this low relative risk perception and HN risk behaviors is not clear, 
especially when SMI adults are comparing themselves to their social groups (e.g. 
other SMI adults). 
According to the IMB model, another aspect of motivation to change 
involves perceptions about social norms and expectancies about preventative 
strategies. For example, positive ratings of social norms regarding condom use 
and positive attitudes about condom use were shown to be associated with 
decreased risk behavior in one SMI sample.23 However, another small sample of 
people with SMI showed no association between these attitudes and risk 
behaviors. 7 
Finally, motivation to change risk behaviors might be measured in terms 
of the affective reaction that a person has to the possibility of infection (e.g. worry 
or concem).36 Risk perception measures the cognitive appraisal of the probability 
of infection; subjective worry or concern also involves risk assessment but 
includes an affective response to the perceived severity of infection. Thus, the 
two constructs are related but differ in an important way. 
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The final component of the IMB model involves the behavioral skills 
necessary to carry out risk reduction recommendations. Many SMI adults lack 
the communication skills and instrumental functioning ability to implement safer 
sex measures. 38 Assertiveness skills may be lacking and self-efficacy regarding 
changing sexual behaviors may be low. Further, higher subjective ratings of self-
efficacy and higher objective measures ofbehavioral skills needed for safer sex 
have been associated with decreased HN risk.23 Training in these behavioral 
skills is an important component of any intervention with this population. 
In summary, components of the IMB model have been associated with 
decreased risk behaviors in SMI adults. However, it is important to note that 
changing behaviors requires that all three components of the model be present, 
and that educational interventions aimed only at increasing HN knowledge may 
be inadequate. For the SMI population in particular, the focus must be on the 
social circumstances that may affect motivation to change behaviors and on the 
effect that illness-related factors may have on behavioral skills. 
Evidence for the Effectiveness of HIV Risk Reduction Interventions in SMI 
Populations 
Risk reduction interventions in SMI adults have been evaluated in a small 
number of randomized controlled trials. 39 While these trials are often 
characterized by small sample sizes, short follow-up times, and threats to external 
validity, they have shown that intensive small-group interventions can result in 
reductions in sexual risk behaviors and changes in cognitive and attitudinal 
components related to HN risk. Consistent with the IMB model, those 
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interventions that focus on changing attitudes and improving behavioral skills 
produce more positive results than those that simply provide information about 
HN transrnission.39 
Further, investigators have also designed interventions by tailoring the 
IMB model to the special needs of the SMI population.40 There is evidence that 
these types of interventions may work better for patients who are more functional 
and that another type of intervention design may be needed for those who are 
more impaired (e.g. schizophrenia-spectrum disorders).40 Tailoring of 
interventions specific to subgroups within the SMI population depends on 
adequate risk assessment for these various subgroups, which in turn depends on 
an understanding of how illness-related factors, substance abuse, cognitive 
determinants of behavior, and situational factors interact to create risk in different 
subgroups. 
Purpose of This Study 
While studies evaluating the determinants of risky sexual behavior in SMI 
adults have produced valuable results thus far, some notable gaps in the literature 
exist. Individual studies have been limited by their small sample sizes, their 
overemphasis on seroprevalence rates rather than risk behaviors, and their focus 
on only one risk behavior. There is evidence that different risk behaviors may be 
associated with different characteristics of the SMI population and some authors 
have suggested using multiple measures of risky behavior in order to adequately 
explore these relationships. 12• 41 For example, in a HN risk reduction intervention 
with SMI adults, participants receiving HN education and behavioral skills 
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training increased their condom use and decreased their number of casual sex 
partners, while control participants who received a substance abuse risk reduction 
intervention decreased their number of total and casual sex partners.40 
These results suggest that substance abuse may lead SMI individuals to 
engage in sex with multiple partners, while substance abuse risk reduction would 
result in less risky behavior. At the same time, HIV knowledge, attitudes, and 
behavioral skills may be related to condom use behavior. Therefore, different 
characteristics of the study population would be expected to predict different risk 
behaviors (e.g. multiple partners, condom use), and different interventions may be 
appropriate for each of these risk behaviors. Studies of sexual risk behaviors in 
SMI adults should examine these multiple risk behaviors and explore the 
determinants of each. 
Even among those studies that use multiple risk measures, few combine 
risk measures in order to establish high risk groups. For example, having multiple 
sex partners and having unprotected sex are both risk factors for HN. However, 
the combination of these two behaviors is considered especially risky. Therefore, 
studies ofHN risk behavior could combine these two measures and use the 
combination of risk behaviors as a high risk categorical dependent variable. 
However, few studies of SMI adults have used this approach. 8• 23 
In addition, there is a need to examine the interaction between psychiatric 
symptoms and substance abuse in predicting sexual risk behaviors. So far, studies 
have either failed to examine the interaction between substance abuse and 
psychiatric diagnosis or have lacked adequate power to detect an effect.12 Finally, 
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multivariate aualysis that examines the mauy potential determinauts of risk 
behavior (psychiatric symptoms, substance abuse, history of sexual abuse, social 
circumstauces, HIV knowledge aud attitudes) simultaueously is needed.41 
The goal of this study is to use multivariate aualysis of a large pooled 
sample of unmarried SMI adults to elucidate the complex interrelationships 
between psychiatric symptoms, substauce abuse, cognitive determinauts of 
behavior, aud other factors aud their effect on risky sexual behaviors in this 
population. Using multiple measures of sexual risk behaviors, the main effects of 
psychiatric diagnosis, symptom severity, global functioning, aud substance abuse 
on sexual risk behaviors will be explored, aud the potential interactions between 
diagnosis and substauce abuse will also be examined. Cognitive deterrninauts of 
behavior including HIV knowledge, absolute aud relative risk perceptions, worry 
about HIV, aud relative importance ofHIV risk will be assessed regarding their 
effect on risk behaviors aud possible relationships with factors such as diagnosis, 
substauce abuse, aud level of functioning. Additional factors that may affect risk 
behaviors, including history of sexual abuse, PTSD, social circumstauces (e.g. 
homelessness), aud demographic characteristics (e.g. gender) will also be assessed 
in order to better understaud the complex relationships among these mauy factors. 
In terms of diagnosis aud substauce abuse, it is hypothesized that: I) as in 
previous studies, mood disorders will be more strongly associated with risk 
behaviors thau psychotic disorders, 2) substauce abuse will be associated with risk 
behaviors, 3) the effect of diagnosis on risk behavior will disappear among dually 
diagnosed individuals, and there will be no difference between dually diagnosed 
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individuals with psychotic disorders and those with mood disorders, and 4) 
dually-diagnosed schizophrenics are expected to demonstrate a higher level of 
functioning than non-substance-abusing schizophrenics. A better understanding 
of the subgroups at increased risk for HN infection will add to current efforts 
aimed at screening and risk assessment in the SMI population and will aid in the 
development of tailored interventions for subgroups of at-risk patients. 
In terms of cognitive elements and attitudes about HN, it is expected that: 
1) fmdings of previous studies showing little relationship between HN 
knowledge or risk perceptions and sexual risk behaviors will be replicated, or 
higher knowledge and risk perceptions will be positively related to risk behaviors, 
2) the relative importance ofHN risk and concern or worry about infection may 
play a role in risk reduction behaviors such as condom use, and 3) higher HN 
knowledge may be associated with higher education, higher level of functioning, 
and mood disorder diagnosis. These findings would underscore the need to focus 
on situation-specific behavioral skills training in HN risk reduction interventions 
with SMI adults, rather than simply providing information about HN, and the 
need to place HN risk education within the broader context of physical, 
psychological, and social stressors faced by this population. 
While it has been hypothesized that the components of the IMB model 
mediate the relationship between severe mental illness and risky sexual 
behaviors4, it is also possible that inherent characteristics such as psychiatric 
symptoms, substance abuse, and social circumstances directly affect sexual 
behaviors. In this model (Figure 2), knowledge about HN, motivation to change 
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risk behaviors, and behavioral skills may moderate the relationship between 
severe mental illness and sexual risk behaviors. SMI adults who are at greater 
risk for HN due to illness-related factors, substance abuse, and social 
circumstances may lower their risk through a combination of mental health 
treatment, substance abuse treatment, educational interventions, and behavioral 




This study involves secondary analysis of data collected as part of the Five 
Site Health and Risk Study. 42 The Five Site Health and Risk survey was 
conducted between June 1997 and December 1998 to determine seroprevalence of 
blood-borne infections (particularly HN) in a diverse population of SMI 
individuals from several geographic locations and to study the prevalence ofHN 
risk behaviors in SMI adults. 
969 individuals with SMI took part in the Five Site Health and Risk study. 
Participants were between the ages of 18 and 75 and met criteria for SMI, 
including a diagnosis of a major mental disorder, duration of at least one year, and 
disability in at least 2 life domains, such as work and social relationships. 
Participants were recipients of inpatient (n=326) or outpatient (n=643) treatment 
through the public mental health systems of Connecticut, Maryland, New 
Hampshire, or North Carolina, or treatment through the Durham, NC, VA 
hospital. Approximately 87% of patients who were approached consented to 
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participate. More than 93% had diagnoses of schizophrenia-spectrum disorders or 
major affective disorders, and more than 42% had a concurrent substance abuse 
disorder. 
In New Hampshire, the inpatient sample was enrolled from consecutive 
admissions to the state hospital, and outpatient participants were selected 
randomly from a list of eligible patients at two community mental health centers. 
In Maryland, an outpatient sample was randomly selected from a list of patients 
with schizophrenia-spectrum disorders at three community mental health centers 
in Baltimore. The Connecticut sample consisted of outpatients recruited from an 
ongoing study of dual diagnosis patients in two urban mental health centers. In 
North Carolina, outpatients were part of an ongoing study of involuntary 
outpatient commitment in nine contiguous rural and urban counties. All were 
originally recruited during an involuntary hospitalization. The Durham VA 
sample consisted of patients consecutively admitted to the inpatient psychiatric 
unit. All participants met criteria for SMI in their respective states. 
Our final sample for this analysis included 836 participants (North 
Carolina, n=l59; Durham VA, n=137; New Hampshire, n=255; Baltimore, 
n=132; Connecticut, n=153) who provided complete data on sexual behaviors and 
the demographic and clinical variables included in the present analysis and who 
reported that they were not married or cohabitating at the time the survey was 
conducted. Since dependent variables in this analysis include the presence of 
sexual activity and since the reported absence of condom use was used as a risk 
behavior, it was determined that married participants or those in long-term 
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relationships should be excluded. These participants might report more sexual 
activity and less condom use, but they might actually represent a lower risk group 
if they did not have multiple partners, had a low-risk partner, and were in stable 
living situations. Due to the difficulty of parsing out these differences and due to 
the small number of married or cohabitating participants (13.4% of the initial 
sample), these participants were excluded. However, this does not rule out the 
possibility that married participants, especially those in unstable relationships, 
those with multiple partners, and those with high-risk partners, might also be at 
riskforHN. 
Procedures 
Assessments were conducted by experienced interviewers who received 
additional training in legal and ethical issues related to blood testing and pre- and 
posttest counseling. After giving informed consent, the participants completed 
standardized interviews that assessed sociodemographic characteristics, substance 
use, sexual risk behaviors, and health care. Participants received pretest HN 
counseling prior to providing blood specimens. All participants received $35 for 
compensation, as well as test results, posttest counseling, and appropriate 
referrals. 
Measures 
We assessed the following demographic characteristics: sex, age, race, 
marital status, income, education level, and recent homelessness. Homelessness 
was defined as "having no regular residence or living in a shelter or on the streets 
at some point in the past six months". 
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Psychiatric diagnosis was assessed either by chart review (80. 7%) or 
administration of the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-N (19.3%).43 Four 
of the sites administered the Structured Clinical Interview and found high 
concordance rates with diagnoses obtained from chart review at those sites. 
Interviewers completed Global Assessment of Functioning (GAF) and Brief 
Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS) measures for participants. Current substance 
abuse disorders were assessed with the Dartmouth Assessment of Lifestyle 
Inventory, an 18-item screening tool specifically developed and validated for SMI 
patients.44 
The AIDS Risk Inventory45 was administered to assess HN risk 
behaviors. This scale measures risky sexual practices, risky drug practices, and 
knowledge and attitudes about HN. The scale was modified to be easily 
understood by patients with severe mental illness. The Sexual Abuse Exposure 
Questionnaire 46• 47 was used to assess childhood sexual assault, defined as sexual 
abuse experienced before the age of 16. In addition, physical and sexual assault 
in adulthood and in the past year were also assessed using the Revised Conflict 
Tactics Scales.48 Finally, the PTSD Checklist, a 17-question screening tool was 
used to assess the presence and severity of PTSD symptoms. 49 
Sexual risk measures used in the current study were obtained from 
participants' responses to the AIDS Risk Inventory. Risk measures such as sexual 
activity, multiple partners (more than one partner) in the past 6 months, lack of 
condom use over 6 months among sexually active participants, and history of a 
sexually transmitted infection were all considered as dependent variables. A fmal 
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risk categorization was then constructed using the multiple partners and condom 
use variables, consistent with measures of risky sexual behavior in other studies 
of SMI adults. 8• 23 Participants were categorized as highest risk if they reported 
multiple partners within the past 6 months and also reported that they never used 
condoms in the past 6 months. In addition, each of these variables was considered 
independently as risk behaviors. Low risk participants were those who did not 
report multiple partners and who either used condoms at least occasionally or 
refrained from sexual activity. History of a sexually transmitted infection was 
determined by combining participants' self-report data with laboratory data for 
HN, syphilis, and chlamydia. 
Statistical Analysis 
Data from all five sites were pooled after weighting cases to known 
population distributions to account for site-specific differences in demographic 
and clinical variables, such as age or substance abuse disorder. Specifically, each 
of the five samples was weighted to match distributions on age and the prevalence 
of substance abuse in a nationally representative probability sample of the adult 
SMI population involved in mental health treatment obtained from the NIMH 
National Comorbidity Study. 5° 
Since pooling the data could have distorted statistical inferences, insofar 
as the observations within each site were not independent, we adjusted 
significance tests and confidence intervals around the pooled odds ratios to 
account for this clustering effect. 51 Without this adjustment, the standard errors 
around the pooled estimates would have been understated, leading to overly 
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liberal tests of statistical significance. All multivariate analyses accounted for 
clustering with a robust variance estimator. 51 All analyses were conducted using 
STAT A 8.2 (STAT A Corp, College Station, Texas, 2003). 
Bivariate associations between independent and dependent variables were 
assessed with)( statistics and unadjusted odds ratios with 95% confidence 
intervals. Multivariate analysis consisted oflogistic and multinomial logistic 
regressions to assess predictors ofthe following dichotomous risk variables: 
multiple partners over 6 months, no condom use over 6 months, and multiple 
partners and no condom use over 6 months. Multivariate models were 
constructed by first entering demographic variables, then clinical variables 
(diagnosis, substance abuse), and then HIV knowledge/attitude variables. Finally, 
the interaction between diagnosis and substance abuse was evaluated. 
Logistic regression was initially used to assess predictors of all three risk 
variables, but the small number of cases for the combined risk variable (n=61) 
made it difficult to use logistic regression to predict this risk variable. In addition, 
logistic regression models compare one risk group (those with multiple partners 
or those who did not use condoms or those who had both risk behaviors) against 
the rest of the heterogeneous sample without making comparisons between 
different groups at different levels of risks. 
For this reason, multinomial logistic regression was also used as a 
multivariate modeling strategy for the three risk variables. The multinomial 
logistic regression compares three risk groups (those with multiple partners only, 
those with no condom use only, and those with both risk factors) to the low risk 
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group (neither risk factor). Adjusted odds ratios (with OR> 1.00 indicating a 
positive relationship) are reported for the logistic regression models, while 
adjusted risk ratios (with RR>O.OO indicating a positive relationship) are reported 




Table 1 describes the dichotomous demographic and clinical 
characteristics of the sample and outlines prevalences of the main sexual risk 
variables by these sample characteristics. Mean (SD) age of the sample was 41.5 
(9.8). 34.3% were female and 53.5% were nonwhite. Only 33% had completed 
high school. Mean (SD) income was $832.55 (663.22). 16.9% of participants 
reported recent homelessness. 67.9% were diagnosed with a psychotic disorder, 
while 44.1% met criteria for substance abuse. 51% (n=136) of those with mood 
disorders met dual diagnosis criteria, as compared to 41% (n=233) of those with 
psychotic disorders. 47.9% reported a history of childhood sexual abuse, and 
36% reported a history of adult sexual victimization. 40% met criteria for PTSD. 
The mean (SD) GAF score was 45.7 (12.1). 
Table 2 shows the prevalence of several sexual risk behaviors in the 
sample. Over the past 6 months, 46.9% (n=392) of participants were sexually 
active, 20.9% (n=l75, or 44.6% of sexually active participants) had multiple 
partners, and 38.5% (n=322, or 82% of sexually active participants) had 
unprotected sex. 12.7% reported unprotected sex with a partner they had just met. 
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Over their lifetime, 12.6% had traded sex for drugs and 19.7% had traded sex for 
money or gifts. Among sexually active participants, 50% (n=197) reported never 
using condoms over the past 6 months and 44.4% never suggested condom use to 
their partners. A few participants had partners who often (6.4%) or always (8.7%) 
refused to use condoms, but most reported that their partners rarely or never 
refused, and most reported that they themselves never refused to use a condom 
when their partner suggested it. 22.6% of participants had a history of a sexually 
transmitted infection (STI) per lab results, while 29.7% had a lifetime history of a 
STI based on self-report. 61 participants (7.3%) reported both multiple partners 
and lack of condom use over 6 months, and were placed in the highest risk 
category. 
In terms ofHIV knowledge and attitudes in the study sample, many 
participants (34.8 %) felt they had no chance of getting HIV, while the majority 
(7 4.3 %) felt that they were at less risk than their peers. Many ( 45 %) were not at 
all worried about HIV, but 42.8% rated HIV as a very important concern in 
relation to other issues such as poverty and crime. Overall, HIV knowledge was 
good, with 42.7% of participants answering all 8 of the true/false questions 
correctly. In contrast to previous studies, most participants knew that women can 
get HIV from men, that men can get HIV from women, and that washing does not 
prevent infection. The following true/false questions were most often answered 
incorrectly: "most people become sick quickly after getting the AIDS virus" (33.9 
%incorrect), "people with HIV always look sick" (16.4% incorrect), and "you 
must have many partners to get AIDS" (15.4%). Nevertheless, more participants 
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answered these questions correctly in this sample than in other studies ofHN 
knowledge in SMI adults. 
Bivariate Analyses 
Table 3 shows unadjusted odds ratios with 95% confidence intervals for 
the likelihood of three sexual risk behaviors based on demographic, clinical, and 
cognitive variables. The risk of having multiple partners over 6 months was 
increased by younger age, recent homelessness, mood disorder diagnosis, 
substance abuse, history of sexual victimization in adulthood, history of childhood 
sexual abuse, and PTSD diagnosis. In addition, having multiple partners over the 
past 6 months was significantly associated with higher HN knowledge, higher 
risk perception, being worried about HN, and rating HN as a very important 
concern in comparison to issues like poverty and crime. 
The risk of not using condoms over 6 months was increased by white race, 
mood disorder diagnosis, substance abuse, BPRS high score ::::;1. 7, history of 
childhood sexual abuse, and PTSD diagnosis. The combined risk variable 
(having multiple partners and not using condoms) was associated with 
homelessness, mood disorder diagnosis, substance abuse, history of childhood 
sexual abuse, PTSD diagnosis, better HN knowledge, higher risk perception, 
being worried about HN, and rating HN as a very important concern. 
The presence of sexual activity over 6 months was significantly associated 
with mood disorder diagnosis (OR, 0.55; 95% CI, 0.40-0.74; P=O.OO) and 
substance abuse (OR, 2.53; 95% CI, 1.89-3.39; P=O.OO). The risk for having a 
sexually transmitted infection (STI) was increased by nonwhite race (OR, 0.45; 
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95% CI, 0.34-0.61; P=O.OO), psychotic disorder diagnosis (OR, 1.43; 95% CI, 
1.05-1.96; P=0.02), substance abuse (OR, 2.51; 95% CI, 1.87-3.37; P=O.OO), and 
BPRS high score ::;;1.7 (OR, 0.59; 95% CI, 0.44-0.79; P=O.OO). There were 
relationships between history of a STI and higher risk perception (OR, 1.48; 95% 
CI, 1.09-2.02; P=O.Ol), worrying about HIV (OR, 1.71; 95% CI, 1.28-2.30; 
P=O.OO), and rating HIV as a very important concern (OR, 1.43; 95% CI, 1.07-
1.91; P=0.01). 
HIV knowledge was significantly related to education at the high school 
level or beyond (OR, 2.92; 95% CI, 2.14-3.97; P=O.OO), income> $700 (OR, 
2.02; 95% CI, 1.51-2.69; P=O.OO), recent homelessness (OR, 1.55; 95% CI, 1.06-
2.27; P=0.02), mood disorder diagnosis (OR, 0.33; 95% CI, 0.24-0.45; P=O.OO), 
substance abuse (OR, 1.99; 95% CI, 1.49-2.65; P=O.OO), BPRS high score ::;;1.7 
(OR, 0.49; 95% CI, 0.36-0.65; P=O.OO), GAF score ;::,42 (OR, 1.69; 95% CI, 
1.26-2.26; P=O.OO), history of childhood sexual abuse (OR, 1.42; 95% CI, 1.06-
1.88; P=0.01), and PTSD (OR, 1.67; 95% CI, 1.25-2.24; P=O.OO). Worrying 
about HIV (OR, 0.74; 95% CI, 0.56-0.98; P=0.03) and perceiving HIV as a very 
important concern (OR, 0.62; 95% CI, 0.46-0.85; P=O.OO) were significantly 
associated with nonwhite race. 
Higher functioning (GAF score ;::,42) was associated with mood disorder 
diagnosis (OR, 0.73; 95% CI, 0.54-1.00; P=0.04), not abusing substances (OR, 
0.70; 95% CI, 0.52-0.93; P=0.01), and not having PTSD (OR, 0.64; 95% CI, 
0.47-0.85; P=O.OO). Increased severity of symptoms (BPRS high score> 1.7) was 
associated with absence of substance abuse (OR, 0.67; 95% CI, 0.50-0.89; 
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P=O.OO). In addition, the relationship between more severe symptoms and 
psychotic diagnosis approached significance (OR, 1.33; 95% CI, 0.98-1.81; 
P=0.06). 
Multivariate Analyses 
Separate logistic regression models for each of the three sexual risk 
variables (multiple partners, no condom use, and the combination of these two 
behaviors) are shown in Tables 4-6. Being female was the only significant 
demographic predictor of having multiple partners in the first step of the logistic 
regression. When clinical variables were entered, substance abuse and PTSD 
diagnosis predicted having multiple partners. In the third step (Pseudo R2 = 0.12), 
only substance abuse remained, and higher risk perception was also significant. 
When the diagnosis/substance abuse interaction term was entered (Pseudo R2 = 
0.12), higher risk perception remained significant, and both groups of dually 
diagnosed patients differed significantly from the psychotic disorder only 
comparison group, whereas the mood disorder only group did not differ from this 
comparison group. The mood disorder dual diagnosis group (OR, 5.28; 95% CI, 
1.88-14.89; P=O.OO) was at higher risk for having multiple partners than the 
psychotic disorder dual diagnosis group (OR, 2.34; 95% CI, 1.23-4.46; P=0.01). 
Stepwise logistic regression was used to assess the relationship between diagnosis 
and the multiple partners variable, since there was an association in the bivariate 
analyses but none in the multivariate model. By itself, psychiatric diagnosis did 
not predict multiple partners when the weighted sample adjusted for clustering on 
site was used in the regression (OR, 0.59; 95% CI, 0.28-1.23; P=0.16). 
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Being female and white race were significant predictors of not using 
condoms in the first step ofthe regression. When clinical variables were entered 
into the model, being female, BPRS high score ,;1. 7, and PTSD diagnosis were 
significant predictors of not using condoms. When cognitive variables were 
entered (Pseudo R2 = 0.09), sex, BPRS score, PTSD diagnosis, and not being 
worried about HN predicted lack of condom use. Neither diagnosis nor 
substance abuse predicted condom use, and the diagnosis/substance abuse 
interaction was not significant. In a post-hoc exploratory stepwise logistic 
regression for psychiatric diagnosis, which was associated with not using 
condoms in the bivariate analyses, mood disorder diagnosis initially predicted not 
using condoms (OR, 0.60; 95% CI, 0.38-0.95; P=0.03). However, the effect of 
diagnosis disappeared when PTSD was added to the model. 
For the combined risk variable (multiple partners and no condom use), 
homelessness initially predicted risk behavior. When clinical variables were 
entered, substance abuse, history of childhood sexual abuse, and PTSD diagnosis 
significantly predicted the combined risk variable. In the third step (Pseudo R2 = 
0.20), only childhood sexual abuse remained significant, and education at the high 
school level or beyond, higher risk perception, and perceiving HN as a very 
important concern significantly predicted the risk behaviors. When the 
interaction term was entered (Pseudo R2 = 0.21 ), the previous variables remained 
significant, and BPRS score> 1.7 (OR, 1.29; 95% CI, 1.01-1.63; P=0.04) was 
also significant. The odds ratios for the diagnosis/substance abuse interaction 
groups were as follows, with the psychotic disorder only group as the comparison 
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group: mood disorder only (OR, 2.46; 95% CI, 1.31-4.62; P=O.OO), mood disorder 
and substance abuse (OR, 4.48; 95% CI, 0.96-20.97; P=0.06), and psychotic 
disorder and substance abuse (OR, 4.18; 95% CI, 1.15-15.16; P=0.03). 
Because of the small number of cases for this combined risk variable 
(n=61), multinomial logistic regression (Table 7) was used as a second 
multivariate modeling strategy for the three risk variables. The results of the 
multinomial logistic regression model (Pseudo R2 = 0.14) were similar to those 
obtained in the logistic regression models, with some differences highlighted 
below. When other clinical, demographic, and cognitive variables were 
controlled for, significant predictors of the multiple partners only variable 
included younger age, substance abuse, and higher risk perception. When the 
interaction term for diagnosis and substance abuse was entered, mood disorder 
diagnosis and substance abuse together significantly predicted the multiple 
partners risk behavior (RR, 1.96; 95% CI, 1.00-2.91; P=O.OO), while the other two 
groups (psychotic disorder with substance abuse and mood disorder without 
substance abuse) did not differ significantly from the comparison group 
(psychotic disorder without substance abuse). Thus, in the multinomial model, 
the mood disorder/substance abuse interaction predicted multiple partners, while 
substance abuse and diagnosis alone were not as significant as in the logistic 
model. 
Significant predictors of lack of condom use, after controlling for other 
variables, included being female, BPRS high score ::;1. 7, PTSD diagnosis, and 
not being worried about HN. As in the logistic regression, diagnosis and 
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substance abuse were not significant predictors of the condom use variable, and 
none of the diagnosis/substance abuse interactions were significant. 
For the combined risk variable, significant predictors in the multinomial 
model included substance abuse, history of childhood sexual abuse, higher risk 
perception, and rating HIV as a very important concern. The relationships 
between the combined risk variable and being female, mood disorder diagnosis, 
PTSD diagnosis, and higher HIV knowledge approached significance. When the 
interactions terms were entered, all three diagnosis/substance abuse groups were 
at significantly higher risk compared to the psychotic disorder only group. The 
risk ratios are as follows: mood disorder with substance abuse (RR, 2.1 0; 95% CI, 
0.15-4.04; P=0.04), psychotic disorder with substance abuse (RR, 1.48; 95% CI, 
0.18-2.77; ?=0.03), and mood disorder without substance abuse (RR, 0.93; 95% 
CI, 0.18-1.69; ?=0.02). 
Logistic regression was used to predict higher functioning (GAF score ~ 
42) and more severe symptoms (BPRS high score> 1.7). White race (OR, 2.72; 
95% CI, 1.07-6.89; P=0.04), education at the high school level or beyond (OR, 
2.42; 95% CI, 1.42-4.11; P=O.OO), mood disorder diagnosis (OR, 0.73; 95% CI, 
0.56-0.93; P=O.Ol), adult sexual victimization (OR, 1.38; 95% CI, 1.02-1.87; 
P=0.04), and absence ofPTSD (OR, 0.39; 95% CI, 0.20-0.75; P=O.OO) all 
predicted higher functioning (Pseudo R2 = 0.11 ). Substance abuse and the 
diagnosis/substance abuse interaction were not significant. None of the 
demographic or clinical variables predicted more severe symptoms in the 
multivariate regression. However, the diagnosis/substance abuse interaction was 
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significant, with dual diagnosis psychotic disorder patients more likely to have 
less severe symptoms than those with psychotic disorder only (OR, 0.77; 95% CI, 
0.60-0.99; P=0.04; Pseudo R2 = 0.03). 
Discussion 
This analysis of sexual risk behaviors in unmarried SMI adults revealed a 
high prevalence of several risk factors, including homelessness, sexual 
victimization history, and PTSD. Comorbid substance abuse disorder was also 
very common, particularly in individuals with mood disorders. As in previous 
studies,5·7 approximately half of the sample was not sexually active in the 6 month 
study period. However, those who were sexually active exhibited high rates of 
risky behaviors, including having multiple partners and having unprotected sex. 
Overall, condom use rates were low, with many participants reporting that they 
never used or suggested using condoms in the past 6 months. 
C 1. di 4 9 II 13 14 37 HN kn 1 d 1 . 1 ontrary to ear 1er stu es, ' ' ' ' ' ow e ge was re atJVe y 
high in this SMI sample. Perhaps HN education efforts targeted at this 
population have led to improved knowledge. However, as discussed below, this 
increased knowledge may not translate into safer sex behaviors. There were 
strong relationships between HN knowledge, risk perception, worry about HN, 
and relative importance ofHN and sexual risk behaviors, suggesting that the very 
people who are engaging in risky sex are those who may be receiving educational 
interventions. 
In addition, these individuals appear to have accurate risk perceptions and 
appropriate concerns about HN. This was surprising because it was hypothesized 
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that individuals who rated HIV as a very important concern would be more likely 
reduce tbeir HIV risk, while those who had multiple competing concerns (e.g. 
poverty, homelessness) would be unable to do so. These results show the 
opposite; individuals engaging in risky behaviors may be appropriately concerned 
about HIV. These findings do not underscore the role that such competing 
concerns might have in increasing HIV risk in this population. Iftbe SMI 
population as a whole faces situational burdens like homelessness, violence, and 
tbe need to trade sex for money or drugs, tben tbese factors undoubtedly increase 
the likelihood of engaging in risky behaviors and account for some of tbe 
increased HIV risk seen in this population. 
Consistent with a priori hypotheses, HIV knowledge was related to higher 
functioning on the one hand (higher education, higher income, higher GAF score, 
less severe symptoms) and increased risk on the other hand (mood disorder 
diagnosis, substance abuse, homelessness, and PTSD). Educational interventions 
appear to have targeted these high-risk groups. However, these individuals still 
report high rates of risky sexual behavior. 
In both the logistic and multinomial regressions, determinants of multiple 
partners included substance abuse and higher risk perception. While mood 
disorder diagnosis was associated with multiple partners and sexual activity in the 
bivariates, diagnosis did not significantly predict multiple partners in tbe 
regression models. However, the interaction was significant, meaning that dual 
diagnosis mood disorder participants were at tbe highest risk for having multiple 
partners. Therefore, substance abuse appears to be tbe strongest modifiable 
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determinant of having multiple partners, regardless of diagnosis. However, 
individuals with both mood disorder and substance abuse disorder diagnoses may 
be an especially high risk group. While PTSD and victimization history were 
associated with having multiple partners in the bivariate analyses, these variables 
did not significantly predict multiple partners in the multivariate analyses. 
Multivariate analyses showed that not using condoms was associated with 
being female, having less severe symptoms, having PTSD, and not being worried 
about HIV. Interestingly, diagnosis, substance abuse, and the diagnosis/substance 
abuse interaction were not significant predictors of condom use in the 
multivariates, although there were significant associations between diagnosis and 
substance abuse and not using condoms in the bivariate analyses. This suggests 
that risk reduction behaviors (i.e. condom use) can still occur in the presence of 
risky behaviors like substance use, and that predictors of this safer sex behavior 
may have more to do with demographic factors, previous sexual experiences, and 
cognitive determinants of risk behaviors than specific diagnoses. 
Interestingly, there appears to be an association between being female and 
not using condoms, which may reflect the locus of control and power dynamics 
involved in condom use. This is consistent with higher rates of unprotected sex 
seen in SMI women as compared to SMI men, and suggests that this group of 
women is particularly vulnerable due to the combination of their clinical 
characteristics and the role of gender dynamics surrounding condom use that 
affects many women in similar socioeconomic circumstances. 
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The relationship between PTSD and not using condoms may reflect the 
relationship difficulties that can occur with PTSD symptoms, as well as the effect 
that previous experiences (sexual trauma or coercion) may have on an 
individual's ability to negotiate for safer sex behavior with a partner. In addition, 
the effect of mood disorder diagnosis on condom use (as seen in the bivariates) 
appears to be mediated by PTSD. 
Symptom severity was inversely associated with not using condoms and 
having a history of a sexually transmitted infection in the bivariates and decreased 
symptom severity predicted not using condoms in the multivariate model. This is 
somewhat counterintuitive, since it has been hypothesized that increased 
psychiatric symptoms lead to deficits in conununication skills and instrumental 
functioning, which would impair the ability to suggest or use condoms and protect 
oneself from STis. However, those individuals who had less severe symptoms 
were more likely to not use condoms and to have had a STI. Lower symptom 
severity was associated with substance abuse, which may explain the higher risk 
behavior in this group. 
Finally, not being worried about HIV predicted not using condoms, 
suggesting that worry or concern about HIV infection may lead to safer sex 
behaviors. Bivariate analyses showed that white race was associated with not 
using condoms, but nonwhite race was associated with having had a STI. 
Interestingly, nonwhite race was also associated with being worried about HIV 
and rating HIV as a very important concern. Perhaps having a history of a STI 
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leads to greater worry or concern about HIV, which then leads to increased 
condom use. 
Multinomial logistic regression indicated that predictors of having 
multiple partners and not using condoms included substance abuse and childhood 
sexual abuse. In addition, the interaction was significant, with the dual diagnosis 
mood disorder group being at the highest risk, followed by the dual diagnosis 
psychotic disorder group, and fmally, the mood disorder only group. Thus, both 
diagnosis and substance abuse appear to be important; however, substance abuse 
by itself is a significant predictor of risky behavior, while diagnosis is not. 
Among dual diagnosis patients, those with mood disorders are at the greatest risk. 
Consistent with previous findings, childhood sexual victimization was an 
important determinant of risky sex in adulthood. 
In terms of the diagnosis/substance abuse interaction, the finding that dual 
diagnosis mood disorder patients represent the highest risk group is consistent 
with previous studies. However, on the whole, diagnosis appears to be less 
important than substance abuse and other factors, like PTSD and sexual 
victimization, in predicting risk behaviors. Therefore, it can be said that dual 
diagnosis psychotic disorder patients also represent a high-risk group. 
While diagnosis was less important than other factors, the hypothesis that 
the effect of diagnosis would disappear among dually diagnosed participants was 
not entirely confirmed. This may be related to the higher prevalence of substance 
abuse seen in the mood disorder patients. In addition, there was no difference in 
functioning ( GAF score) between psychotic disorder patients with and without 
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substance abuse disorders. However, substance abuse was associated with 
decreased symptom severity, and individuals with a psychotic disorder and 
substance abuse demonstrate decreased symptom severity compared to their 
counterparts without substance abuse. Since decreased symptom severity was 
associated with at least one risk behavior (i.e. not using condoms), there may be 
reason to believe that dual diagnosis psychotic disorder patients represent a high-
risk group. Overall, however, the finding that substance abuse is a more 
important predictor of risk behavior than diagnosis seems to support basing risk 
assessment less on diagnosis and more on other factors. 
In sununary, this analysis of determinants of risk behavior in a large 
pooled sample of SMI adults revealed that different clinical, demographic, and 
cognitive factors are associated with different risk behaviors. Substance abuse 
appears to be a major risk factor for having multiple partners, while having PTSD, 
being female, having less severe symptoms, and not being worried about HIV 
predict not using condoms. Childhood sexual abuse and substance abuse 
predicted the highest risk category: having multiple partners and not using 
condoms. While psychiatric diagnosis by itself was not a significant predictor of 
these risk factors, the interaction between diagnosis and substance abuse revealed 
that individuals with both mood disorders and substance abuse disorders are at the 
highest risk. 
These findings are important for several reasons. First, they directly bear 
on HN screening and prevention with SMI adults, and suggest that all members 
of this vulnerable population should be considered for HN screening, counseling, 
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and risk reduction interventions, regardless of diagnosis. Factors that may place 
some SMI adults at greater risk include substance abuse, PTSD, and history of 
sexual victimization. Prior studies that examined the effect of diagnosis on risk 
behaviors among SMI adults were limited by small sample sizes and failed to 
examine multiple and combined risk measures. Some of these studies concluded 
that screening and prevention should focus on individuals with mood disorders, 
who were determined to be at higher risk than individuals with psychotic 
disorders. However, these results suggest that diagnosis is less important than 
other factors, such as substance abuse and PTSD. 
Screening and referral for prevention services should take place in the 
context of mental health treatment, and clinicians should be mindful of the factors 
that may place their clients at increased risk. Sexual history, victimization 
history, and substance abuse history should be key components of this evaluation 
and should guide decisions to refer clients for HIV counseling, testing, and risk 
reduction interventions. 
Second, these findings have implications for the development ofHIV risk 
reduction interventions with SMI populations. Risk reduction interventions 
should emphasize treatment of underlying conditions, such as substance abuse 
and PTSD, which predicted having multiple partners and not using condoms, 
respectively. These interventions should also focus on affective elements, such as 
worry about HIV, because this was the only attitudinal component that predicted 
safer sex behavior. 
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Third, the findings indicate that provision of knowledge about HIV may 
do little to effectively change behavior if it is not done in conjunction with other 
necessary interventions. Although behavioral skills, such as condom use skills 
and ability to negotiate for safer sex, were not directly assessed in this study, there 
is reason to believe that individuals who possess these skills are able to better 
protect themselves from HN.40 In contrast, individuals who lack these skills may 
represent a high-risk group. 
In particular, this study revealed that women and individuals with PTSD 
were less likely to use condoms, and there is reason to believe that the gender 
dynamics surrounding condom use and the relationship difficulties that people 
with PTSD suffer may impede the ability to negotiate for safer sex. 39 Therefore, 
behavioral skills training may be particularly valuable for these at-risk subgroups. 
In general, though, all risk reduction interventions with SMI adults should provide 
such behavioral skills training. Finally, these interventions must make such 
training relevant to the daily lives of individuals with SMI, which are often 
complicated by poverty, violence, and unstable and unsafe living situations.39 
There are several limitations that should be considered in evaluating these 
results. First, the data on sexual behavior and on several of the clinical variables 
used for this analysis are based on self-report. While the measures used in this 
study have demonstrated validity and reliability in this population42, the sensitive 
nature of the questions, demand characteristics, and potential cognitive deficits in 
participants with severe mental illness could lead to reporting bias. 
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Second, these data are derived from a cross-sectional survey. Therefore, it 
is difficult to determine cause-and-effect relationships in these analyses. For 
example, higher HIV knowledge is associated with higher rates of risk behaviors, 
but the cross-sectional nature of this survey makes it difficult to interpret the 
direction and nature of this relationship. HIV knowledge may affect risk 
behaviors, or engaging in high risk behaviors may make one more knowledgeable 
about HIV or more likely to receive educational interventions. 
Third, the sample used for this analysis may not be representative of all 
individuals with SMI. These individuals were enrolled in public mental health 
treatment in four states. However, even if these individuals are not representative 
of all individuals with SMI, they may represent a group that is at particularly high 
risk for HIV (i.e. those in public mental health systems). 
Another limitation with this analysis involves the restrictions in examining 
other measures of risk behavior. For example, it is likely that different factors 
may have predicted behaviors such as trading sex for money or drugs. However, 
the prevalence of these other risk behaviors was much lower than those seen in 
previous studies. Therefore, those risk behaviors were not selected for the 
bivariate and multivariate analyses. 
Finally, this analysis considered the effect of psychiatric diagnosis by 
dividing SMI patients into two groups: those with mood disorders and those with 
psychotic disorders. Participants with mood disorders include those with major 
depression and those with bipolar disorder, and it is likely that these two groups 
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differ in terms of their risk behaviors.41 Thus, it would have been useful to tease 
apart these different mood disorder diagnoses. 
Despite these limitations, this study used multivariate analysis to examine 
the independent associations of several factors simultaneously on three different 
categories of risk behavior. The large sample size, the use of multiple and 
combined risk measures, the inclusion of several demographic, clinical, and 
cognitive factors, and the examination of interactions provide a valuable addition 
to a body of literature which seeks to examine the determinants of risky sexual 
behavior in adults with SMI. More research is needed to further elucidate the 
relative contribution of these factors and to aid in the targeting and design of risk 
reduction interventions in this population. 
Future research should use reliable and valid techniques of collecting data 
on risk behavior in this population, examine the effect of different mood disorder 
diagnoses, and examine multiple risk behaviors and multiple independent 
variables simultaneously. In addition, longitudinal study designs and 
sophisticated statistical techniques (e.g. structural equation modeling and analytic 
methods appropriate for non-normally distributed data52) should be used to more 
effectively determine the direction and the complex nature of the relationship 
between several clinical, demographic, and cognitive variables and sexual risk 
behaviors. Finally, studies that include comparison groups (i.e. non-SMI 
individuals) are essential in order to determine the factors that place SMI 
individuals at higher risk for HIV than the general population. 
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Figure 1. The Information-Motivation-Behavioral Skills Model ofHN Risk 
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Table 1. Prevalence of se.xual risk behaviors by sample chamcteristics 
Durin the Past 6 Months: 
Multiple Partners No Condom Use Multiple Partners and No Condom Use 
n ercent ercent ercent 
T,ld! 836 175 (20.93) 197 (23.56) 61 (7.30) 
Demographir dJaratleristics 
Age 
Below median (less than 41) 416 101 (24.28) 100 (24.04) 26 (6.25) 
Median o:rabove (41 or Older) 420 74 (17.62) 97 (23.10) 35 (8.33) 
Gender 
Mru' 549 120 (21.86) 121 (22.D4) 44 (8.01) 
Female 287 55 (19.16) 76 (26.48) 17 (5.92) 
""" Nonwhite 447 101 (22.60) 86 (19.24) 33 (7.38) 
"White 389 74 (19.02) 111 (28.53) 28 (7.20) 
Education 
Less than HS 560 115 (20.54) 127 (22.68) 38 (6.79) 
High school or beyond 276 60 (21.74) 70 (25.36) 23 (8.33) 
Income 
Meillan or below ( ~700) 471 96 (20.38) 115 (24.42) 34 (7.22) 
Above median (> $700) 365 79 (21.64) 82 (22.47) 27 (7.40) 
Homelessness (past 6 months) 
Stable Residence 695 136 (19.57) 158 (22.73) 45 (6.47) 
Without Stable Residence 141 39 (27.66) 39 (27.66) 16 (11.35) 
C/blical cbarartnistics 
Diagnosis 
Psychotic Disorders 568 70 (12.32) 88 (15.49) 33 (5.81) 
Mood Disorders 268 105 (39.18) 109 (40.67) 28 (10.45) 
Substance Use 
Abstinent 4<57 63 (13.49) 90 (19.27) 19 (4.07) 
Abuse/ dependence 369 112 (30.35) 107 (29.00) 42 (11.38) 
BPRS 
Median or below (mean 51. 70) 482 103 (21.37) 126 (26.14) 39 (8.09) 
Above median (mean>1.70) 354 72 (20.34) 71 (20.06) 22 (6.21) 
GAF 
Below median (less than 42) 408 95 (23.28) 90 (22.06) 30 (7.35) 
Meillan or above (42 or more) 402 76 (18.91) 103 (25.62) 30 (7.46) 
Adult Sexual Victimization 
No History 527 96 (18.22) 113 (21.44) 34 (6.45) 
History 301 78 (25.91) 82 (27.24) 27 (8.97) 
Childhood Se:.:ual Victimization 
No History 431 77 (17.87) 76 (17.63) 20 (4.64) 
History 400 98 (24.50) 120 (30.00) 41 (10.25) 
PTSD 
Median or below (PCL~) 494 87 (17.61) 94 (19.03) 28 (5.67) 
Above median (PCL>44) 335 87 (25.97) 103 (30.75) 33 (9.85) 
HIV Knowledge/Altimdes 
Knowledge scale 
At least one incorrect 479 84 (17.54) 85 (17.75) 22 (4.59) 
All correct 357 91 (25.49) 112 (31.37) 39 (10.92} 
Risk perception 
No chance 291 39 (13.40) 56 (19.24) 11 (3.78) 
At least some chance 504 126 (25.00) 136 (26.98) 48 (9.52) 
Relati .... -e risk perception 
Less than Peers 621 126 (20.29) 151 (24.32) 47 (7.57) 
Same or Greater than Peers 188 44 (23.40) 43 (22.87) 13 (6.91) 
Worried about HIV 
Not worried 376 65 (17.29) 83 (22.07) 20 (5.32) 
Worried 444 106 (23.87) 114 (25.68) 41 (9.23) 
Relative Importance of HIV 
Not important or somewhat important 461 79 (17.14) 101 (21.91) 20 (4.34) 
Very Important 358 95 (26.54) 96 (26.82) 41 (11.45) 
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Table 2. Sexual Risk Behaviors in Sample over 6 months(N 836) 
Risk Behaviors Risk Behaviors 
% % 
Sexually Active 46.89 Suggested Condom Use 
Multiple Partners 20.93 Never 44.39 
Unprotected Sex 38.52 Rarely 12.24 
Unprotected Sex w/ Sometimes 11.73 
Partner Just Met 12.68 Often 12.24 
IVDU 2.75 Always 19.39 
Partner with HIV 1. 67 Partner Refused Condom 
Substance Use 16.39 Never 55.96 
Sex Trader 9.21 Rarely 15.14 
Unprotected Sex(Lifetime) Sometimes 13.76 
For drugs 12.56 Often 6.42 
For money or gifts 19.74 Always 8.72 
Condom Use Refused Condom Use 
(if sexually active) Never 77.12 
Never 50.00 Rarely 9.04 
Rarely 8.88 Sometimes 7.34 
Sometimes 13.96 Often 2.54 
Often 13.45 Always 3.95 
Always 13.71 
STI per Lab results (HIV, Chlamydia, Syphilis) 22.61 
STI self-report 29.67 
Multiple Partners/No Condom Use, (n~61) 7.30 














Adult Sexual Victimization 
Childhood Sexual Victimization 
PTSD (PCL>44) 
HIV Knowledge/Attitudes 
All correct on knowledge scale 
High Risk Perception 
High Relative Risk Perception 
Worried about HIV 
High Relative Importance of HIV 
Multiple Partners 
OR 95%CI 
1.5 (1.06- 2.13) * 
1.18 (0.82- 1.72) ns 
0.8 (0.57- 1.14) ns 
1.07 (0.74- 1.55) ns 
1.08 (0.76-1.53) ns 
1.57 (1.00- 2.41) * 
0.64 (0.45- 0.92) * 
2.79 (1.95- 4.02) *** 
0.94 (0.66- 1.33) ns 
0.77 (0.54- 1.09) ns 
1.57 (1.10- 2.24) ** 
1.49 (1.05- 2.12) * 
1.64 (1.15- 2.33) ** 
1.61 (1.13- 2.28) ** 
2.15 (1.44- 3.28) *** 
1.2 (0.79- 1.80) ns 
1.5 (1.05- 2.16) * 
1.75 (1.23- 2.48) ** 
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No Condoms 
OR 95%CI 
1.05 (0.76- 1.47) ns 
0.78 (0.56-1.11) ns 
1.68 (1.20- 2.34) ** 
1.16 (0.81 - 1.64) ns 
0.9 (0.64- 1.25) ns 
1.3 (0.84- 1.99) ns 
0.49 (0.35- 0.69) *** 
1.71 (1.22- 2.39) ** 
0.71 (0.50- 0.99) * 
1.22 (0.87- 1.71) ns 
1.37 (0.97- 1.93) t 
2 (1.43- 2.82) *** 
1.89 (1.35- 2.64) *** 
2.12 (1.51 - 2.97) *** 
1.55 (1.08- 2.25) * 
0.92 (0.61 - 1.38) ns 
1.22 (0.87- 1.71) ns 
1.31 (0.93- 1.82) ns 
Mull Part/No Condoms 
OR 95%CI 
0.73 (0.42- 1.28) ns 
1.38 (0.76- 2.63) ns 
0.97 (0.55- 1.70) ns 
1.25 (0.69- 2.20) ns 
1.03 (0.58- 1.79) ns 
1.85 (0.94- 3.46) * 
0.53 (0.30- 0.93) * 
3.03 (1.68- 5.61) *** 
0.75 (0.42- 1.33) ns 
1.02 (0.58- 1.78) ns 
1.43 (0.81- 2.50) ns 
2.35 (1.31- 4.31) ** 
1.82 (1.04- 3.19) * 
2.55 (1.44- 4.60) *** 
2.68 (1.34- 5.81) ** 
0.91 (0.44- 1.75) ns 
1.81 (1.01- 3.32) * 
2.85 (1.59- 5.24) *** 
Statistical significance: ns not significant; t p<0.10; * p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001 
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Adult Sexual Victimization 
Childhood Sexual Victimization 
PTSD (PCL>44) 
HIV Knowledge/Attitudes 
All correct on knowledge scale 
High Risk Perception 
High Relative Risk Perception 
Worried about HIV 
1.57 (0.79- 3.11) ns 
0.77 (0.66 -,0.90) ** 
0.95 (0.64- 1.40) ns 
0.84 (0.46- 1.53) ns 
1.29 (0.61 - 2.69) ns 
1.25 (0.69- 2.26) ns 




1.49 (0.67 - 3.32) ns 
0.87 (0.66 - 1.15) ns 
0.83 (0.53- 1.31) ns 
1.01 (0.53 - 1.92) ns 
1.25 (0.56- 2.77) ns 
0.94 (0.49- 1.80) ns 
0.61 (0.28- 1.32) ns 
2.72 (1.94- 3.79) *** 
1.14 (0.61- 2.14) ns 
0.68 (0.43- 1.07) t 
1.67 (0.61 - 4.57) ns 
0.81 (0.50- 1.31) ns 
1.41 (1.02- 1.95) * 
Pseudo R2=0.08 
Statistical significance: ns not significant; t p<0.1 0; * p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001 
Stage 3 
OR 95%CI 
1.57 (0.70- 3.53) ns 
0.82 (0.59- 1.13) ns 
0.9 (0.58- 1.40) ns 
1.19 (0.69- 2.07) ns 
1.17 (0.49- 2.77) ns 
0.94 (0.53 - 1.64) ns 
0.56 (0.28- 1.15) ns 
2.8 (1.76- 4.44) *** 
1.06 {0.55- 2.04) ns 
0.67 (0.39- 1.14) ns 
1.44 (0.51 - 4.08) ns 
0.82 (0.49- 1.36) ns 
1.28 (0.86 - 1.89) ns 
0.93 (0.65- 1.33) ns 
2.93 ( 1.55 - 5.52) ** 
1.25 {0.81- 1.91) ns 
0.89 (0.58- 1.37) ns 
1.26 (0.86- 1.85) ns 
Pseudo R2=0.12 
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0.94 (0.76- 1.16) ns 
0.51 (0.36- 0.74) *** 
1.67 (1.12- 2.50) * 
1.34 (0.54- 3.29) ns 
0.98 (0.47- 2.06) ns 
1.93 (0.92- 4.01) t 
Adult Sexual Victimization 
Childhood Sexual Victimization 
PTSD (PCL>44) 
HIV Knowledge/Attitudes 
All correct on knowledge scale 
High risk perception 
High relative risk perception 
Worried about HIV 




0.92 (0.75- 1.15) ns 
0.54 (0.40- 0.73) *** 
1.38 (0.98- 1.95) t 
1.37 (0.54- 3.47) ns 
0.85 (0.42- 1.73) ns 
1.49 (0.77- 2.86) ns 
0.78 (0.49- 1.22) ns 
1.27 (0.76- 2.13) ns 
0.68 (0.50- 0.91) * 
1.17 (0.55- 2.49) ns 
0.89 (0.55- 1.44) ns 
1.82 (0.92- 3.58) t 
1.74 (1.15- 2.62) ** 
Pseudo R2=0.09 
Statistical significance: ns not significant; t p<0.1 0; * p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001 
Stage 3 
OR 95%CI 
0.93 (0.72- 1.22) ns 
0.53 (0.35- 0.81) ** 
1.29 (0.80- 2.08) ns 
1.39 (0.51 - 3.77) ns 
0.84 (0.38- 1.87) ns 
1.49 (0.83- 2.69) ns 
0.78 (0.52- 1.17) ns 
1.21 (0.67- 2.18) ns 
0.68 (0.50 - 0.92) * 
1.11 (0.56- 2.22) ns 
0.9 (0.53- 1.54) ns 
1.63 (0.85- 3.14) ns 
1.8 (1.25- 2.59) ** 
1.29 (0.88 - 1.91) ns 
1.33 (0.86- 2.06) ns 
1.02 (0.75- 1.39) ns 
0.82 (0.67- 0.99) * 
1.15(0.73-1.79)ns 
Pseudo R2=0.09 
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0.51 (0.22- 1.21) ns 
0.97 (0.41 - 2.27) ns 
1.12 (0.75- 1.70) ns 
1.63 (0.67- 3.96) ns 
1.12(0.43-2.87) ns 
2.25 (1.01 - 5.01) * 
Adult sexual victimization 
Childhood sexual victimization 
PTSD (PCL>44) 
HIV Knowledge/Attitudes 
All correct on knowledge scale 
High risk perception 
High relative risk perception 
Worried about H IV 





0.93 (0.48 -1.81) ns 
0.87 (0.46- 1.66) ns 
1.9 (0.81 - 4.46) ns 
1.08 (0.43- 2.72) ns 
1.69 (0.62- 4.60) ns 
0.66 (0.34- 1.29) ns 
3.58 (1.79- 7.17) *** 
1.15 (0.82 -1.60) ns 
0.9 (0.47- 1.69) ns 
1.19 (0.42-3.37) ns 
1.97 (1.15- 3.36) * 




0.46 (0.18- 1.15) t 
0.78 (0.41 - 1.49) ns 
0.98 (0.41 - 2.33) ns 
1.84 (1.01 - 3.35) * 
1.3 (0.41- 4.14) ns 
1.88 (0.69- 5.14) ns 
0.64 (0.38- 1.07) t 
2.88 (0.91 - 9.06) t 
1.27 (1.00- 1.63) t 
0.77 (0.40- 1.47) ns 
0.99 (0.29- 3.44) ns 
2.07 (1.13- 3.80) * 
1.15 (0.75- 1.78) ns 
1.86 (0.91 - 3.83) t 
3.81 (1.70- 8.54) ** 
0.6 (0.33 - 1.09) t 
1.12 (0.90- 1.41) ns 
3.58 (1.74- 7.36) ** 
Pseudo R2=0.20 
Statistical significance: ns not significant; t p<0.1 0; * p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001 












BPRS mean >1.7 
GAF:=42 
Adult Sexual Assault 
Childhood Sexual Abuse 
PTSD (PCL>44) 
H IV Knowledge/ Attitudes 
High HIV knowledge 
High risk perception 
High relative risk 
Worried about HIV 
High relative import 
Multiple Partners Only 
RR 95%CI 
1.12 (0.33- 1.91) ** 
-0.48 -(1.09- 0.13) ns 
-0.04 -(0.57 - 0.50) ns 
-0.05 -(0.79- 0.69) ns 
0.12 -(0.66- 0.91) ns 
-0.23 -(0.75- 0.30) ns 
-0.67 -(1.49- 0.15) ns 
1.05 (0.45- 1.65) ** 
-0.08 -(0.96 - 0.80) ns 
-0.39 -(1.23- 0.45) ns 
0.45 -(0.62 - 1.51) ns 
-0.45 -(1.06- 0.17) ns 
0.43 (0.01 - 0.84) t 
-0.29 -(0.97 - 0.38) ns 
0.99 (0.44 - 1.53) *** 
0.49 -(0.11 - 1.08) ns 
-0.24 -(0.77 - 0.29) ns 
-0.18 -(0.51- 0.15) ns 
Pseudo R2=0.14 
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No Condoms Only 
RR 95% Cl 
0.36 -(0.06- 0.79) t 
-0.87 -(1.43- -0.31) ** 
0.31 -(0.08- 0.69) ns 
0.17 -(0.98- 1.33) ns 
-0.2 -(1.05- 0.65) ns 
0.29 -(0.25- 0.83) ns 
-0.38 -(0.89- 0.14) ns 
0.14 -(0.29- 0.57) ns 
-0.54 -(1.05- -0.03) * 
0.11 -(0.43- 0.64) ns 
-0.06 -(0.75- 0.64) ns 
0.3 -(0.35- 0.95) ns 
0.77 (0.46- 1.08) *** 
0.06 -(0.69- 0.81) ns 
0.26 -(0.17- 0.69) ns 
0.27 -(0.22- 0.75) ns 
-0.32 -(0.63- -0.01) * 
-0.2 -(0.66 - 0.26) ns 
Mull. Part/No Condoms 
RR 95% Cl 
-0.51 -(1.48- 0.46) ns 
-0.53 -(1.13- 0.08) t 
0.05 -(0.88- 0.98) ns 
0.63 -(0.26 - 1.52) ns 
0.24 -(1.20- 1.68) ns 
0.63 -(0.44- 1.70) ns 
-0.65 -(1.41- 0.11) ns 
1.27 (0.04 - 2.49) * 
0.12 -(0.15- 0.39) ns 
-0.31 -(0.88- 0.26) ns 
0.07 -(1.37- 1.50) ns 
0.69 (0.04- 1.33) * 
0.39 -(0.05- 0.84) t 
0.59 -(0.05- 1.24) t 
1.48 (0.68- 2.28) *** 
-0.34 -(0.80 - 0.11) ns 
-0.01 -(0.28- 0.26) ns 
1.22 (0.42 - 2 01) ** 
Statistical significance: ns not significant; t p<0.10; * p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001 
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